
 

 

THE CULTS OF ISLAM 

Introduction 

A common notion prevalent among the majority of the population all over the world is that the 

Muslim community is a united entity with only one major form of  sectarian demarcation- that of 

the Shias and the Sunnis. People fail to realise that even within the Islamic community there are 

widespread divisions like that of the Sufis, the Wahabis or the Salafis who vehemently protest 

the orthodox and reformist trends in the prevalent culture and politics. Inspite of these divisions 

within, the Sunnis along with their numerous subdivisions constitute around 85 per cent of the 

global Muslim population. The Shias are a minority ranging between 11-15 per cent and are 

mainly inhabitants of countries like Iraq, Iran, India, Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Lebanon and the Gulf. 

Sunni Islam 

Like the Christian community views the Catholic Church as the mainstream and all other 

"branches" like the Protestants and Calvinists as sects, much in the same manner the Sunni 

way of life is believed to represent the conventional Muslim culture whereas the Shias and other 

factions are viewed as 'sects'. The sunnis are staunch believers and adherents of the "sunna" 

the correct rules of behaviour provided by the Prophet himself and "jama'a" indicating the 

congregation of believers and their consent. Unsurprisingly they call themselves the "ahlu al-

sunnawal-jama'a" I.e., the people of the sunna and jama'a. In stark contrast the Shias are 

criticized for being the Al-rafidha for discarding the notion of  community and consensus. The 

Shias renounce the orthodox Sunni culture but at the same time give credence to the idea of 

legitimacy and conscientiousness. They believe in the Imam, a divinely inspired perfect figure 

who possesses all authority and conveyance. He is a descendant of the Prophet himself 

through the lineage of Fatima and Ali (the Prophet's daughter and son-in-law). However the 

Imam is currently 'hidden' and will come to the forefront through a messianic event that will take 

place in the future. It becomes quite evident then that any discussion on Islamic sectarianism 

has to incorporate the Shias and their various factions. In addition, 'mainstream' Shiism Also 

has many deviating branches. Another important sect is that is of the Wahabis who view all 

other Muslims as imperfect and are antagonistic towards both the sufis and the shias. 

Shia Islam 

Since the Shia community worldwide has a firm belief in the line of the twelve Imams, the last of 

whom disappeared in 874, they are referred to as Twelver or Imami Shia. They mirror the 

Sunnis with respect to their beliefs, rituals and laws. The five fundamental pillars of Islam are 

the same for both the communities: tawheed, i.e., confirmation of the belief that God is one and 

Muhammad is the Prophet; Salat, i.e, the offering of daily prayers five times a day, although the 

Shias have reduced the number to three; fasting in the month of Ramadan; giving of alms to the 

poor (the shias do have some variations) and finally, the compulsion of hajj or the holy trip to 

Mecca for those who can afford it. The Shias also consider a visit to the shrines of the twelve 

imams as holy although it is not equivalent to hajj and neither is it an alternative to it. Both have 

faith in the holiness and purity of Quran and the customs of the Prophet although the Shias 

provide varying interpretations of these customs.  The sharia law, i.e., the Islamic legal system 



 

 

derived from the religious percepts of the Quran and the Hadith,  is practiced by both the groups 

inspite of the fact that some differences may be witnessed in terms of ritual, family and some 

transactions. However, the Shias and Sunnis are poles apart with respect to authority, culture, 

philosophy and ethos. 

Other Cults 

Apart from the Shias and the Sunnis we have groups of people, like the Ismailis, who revere 

and adore Ali and his lineage laying emphasis upon certain obscure and cryptic doctrines. They 

do not believe in the pivotal role that Quran plays in Islam or its five Pillars which are central to 

it. In contrast they uphold the blessedness of certain alternative texts like the esoteric scriptures 

which are comprehensible only to the trained and privileged elite. These religions are not a part 

of the mainstream communities, generally being practiced by those who live in isolation and 

have, historically, been illiterate. The advancement of society and proliferation of literacy has 

posed impediments for the minority communities like the Druze in Syria/Lebanon/Palestine, the 

Alevis in Turkey and the Ismailis. In response they have started depicting themselves as distinct 

ethnic or cultural communities consulting their religious doctrines for traditions, symbols and 

communal leadership. 

Origin of Shiism 

The Shiite faith is centered around the story of the people of the House of the Prophet, popularly 

called the Ahlu al-Bayt, and the misfortune that befell upon them as they were subjected to 

tyranny and oppression at the hands of the usurpers. The  origin of the Shias can be traced 

back to 632 AD when Prophet Muhammad's demise led to a conflict as to who would be the 

rightful successor of the Prophet. The word Shia means 'partisans' who were in favour of Ali bin 

Ali Taleb, the cousin of the Prophet and the husband of his daughter, Fatima. Their two sons,  

Hassan and Hussein were the only male members from the side of Muhammad. In accordance 

with the Shiite narrative, the Prophet had appointed Ali as his successor. However His wishes 

were bypassed and Abu Bakr, bolstered by the support of the Prophet's senior companions, 

was designated as the Caliph or the successor to be followed by Umar. Ali became the Caliph 

only in 656 AD and even then he was assassinated in 661 which put an end to his rule. Ali's rule 

was not a peaceful one and he had to confront dissent from various sections ultimately leading 

to the battle of Siffin with Muawiayah who was the governor of Syria in 658 AD. Muawiayah 

emerged victorious and set up his rule in Damascus. With the demise of Ali in 661 AD it 

assumed the position of the Caliphate of Islam. Subsequently, the Shiite Islamic rule proclaimed 

itself as the Caliphate attributing their succession to the Prophet. The accession of Yazid, 

Muawaiyah's son, to the throne of the Caliphate marked the beginning of a repressive and 

despotic rule as Yazid was known for his cruelty and oppression. Ali's eldest son, Hassan, had 

never been power hungry so he had relinquished the Caliphate to Yazid and had decided to 

lead a peaceful life in Medina. However, Yazid depicted his cruelty by ordering the 

assassination of Hassan through poisoning. Enflamed my Yazid's betrayal and the death of his 

elder brother, Hussein challenged the legitimacy of Yazid as the rightful Muslim ruler. In this 

endeavour he was provided ample support by the people of Kufia in Iraq. He started his journey 

from Medina along with members of his family and his followers but was unsuccessful in 



 

 

reaching Euphrates as he was seized by Yazid's men on the way. The saga of this 

beleaguerment, the hardship and humiliation that the holy family had been subjected to, the 

valiant efforts of the men to defend themselves, the subsequent martyrdom of Hussein and his 

male followers and the disgrace and mortification suffered by the womenfolk embody the core of 

the Shia legends and this martyrdom is symbolic of Shia faith and culture as well as Islamic 

mysticism.  

The Sanctity of Ali 

The twelve Imams form the focal point of Shia doctrine and this lineage has originated from Ali 

bin Abi-Taleb whose sanctity is considered to be central to Shia belief and the reason behind 

their existence including those of the smaller Alwaite sects. The Shias revere the House of 

Prophet as holy and consider Ali as Prophet Muhammad’s successor. Each Imam has the right 

to choose his successor and this choice is divinely ordained. This is in stark contrast to the 

Sunni ideology who are of the opinion that any person, belonging to the Prophet's tribe, that of 

Quraysh has the right to become the Caliph, provided he is righteous in his principles, is of 

sound mind and is a Muslim male. Ali was honored not only because of his sanctity of lineage 

but also due to the fact that he possessed certain remarkable qualities of courage, strength, 

wisdom, beauty and righteousness. For both the Shia and the Sunnis mystics he was a perfect 

man, unparalleled by any other. He is also believed to share a special relationship with God. 

Such is his importance that the Shii call to prayer (azan) reaffirms Ali's friendship with God and 

the fact that he is a Wali (friend). A section of the Shiite population called the ghulat go the 

extent of giving precedence to Ali even before Muhammad. They are extremists in their beliefs 

and are considered to be exaggerators like the Ahli-Haqq sect. Some groups like the Alevis and 

Bektashis consider God, Muhammad and Ali as the incarnations of the same essence. This 

view is vehemently opposed by the orthodox Shias and their ulemas as blasphemous since it is 

in defiance to the central belief of Islam that God is one and one only. Unfortunately these 

beliefs have started trickling down to the mainstream Shias. This has led to allegations of Shirk, 

i.e., the deification of anyone or anything other than the singular God, Allah, and polytheism 

directed towards the Shias by their Sunnis counterparts particularly the demonization of the 

Shias by the Salafis/Wahabis. 

Theology of Imamism 

An undeniable fact among Muslims residing all over the world, be it the Shias of the Sunnis is 

that Prophet Muhammad was the last Prophet (khatam al-ambiya) to have graced the earth and 

that the line of Prophets which had begun with Adam had reached its conclusion with Prophet 

Muhammad's demise. Any claim to  Prophethood after Muhammad is considered blasphemous 

and heretical. The theology of Shiite Imamism goes beyond this orthodox belief without 

consciously realising it. Their belief is rooted in the fact that God is kind and just and that He will 

never abandon mankind without a divinely ordained leader who is referred to as the Imam. This 

Imam has to be part of the lineage of Ali through his sons Hassan and Hussein. The Imam, 

although not a Prophet,  is considered to be a pure soul, free from all error and sin, who has 

been granted spiritual rulership of the whole world. This Imamate is God's gift to believers, 

symbolic of His kindness or lutf. Through a combination of fasting, prayer, ascetic exercises and 



 

 

continuous alertness some Shiite divines have wished to garner inspiration from the Imams 

resulting in mystic states and dreams. These themes depict a philosophical orientation and 

constitute an integral part of Shiite religious education in contrast to the Sunnis. The Sunnis do 

not rely on reasoning and speculation choosing to believe in the enigmatic and inexplicable will 

of God. The clerics and jurists of the Imami Shiites are delegated with the task of interpreting 

the sacred sources, a task they refer to as the Ijtihad. The Sunnis do not consider this activity to 

be legitimate. The freedom and authority granted to the Sunnis cleric is much less than that of 

the Shiimujtahid. Nowadays, both the Sunni reformists and the fundamentalists have considered 

ijtihad as valid. This means that intellectuals and ideologists are now being granted equal favour 

as that of the traditional ulemas. 

There is an abundance of theological reasoning and its branches in mystical Islam. Sunni 

mystics seek knowledge from their saints and their dead ancestors, and are reborn again after 

gaining illumination and the power to perform miracles. Intellectually speaking, the mystics 

search for the Wali or the perfect man who displays signs similar to those of the hidden Imam. 

This is where Shiism and certain Sufi orders converge. Many Sufis also revere Ali and the 

twelve Imams. This forms the primary reason as to why the mainstream ulema are opposed to 

mysticism as it questions one of the central beliefs of Islam- that prophehood has reached its 

culmination.  

Hussein and The Cult of Martyrdom 

The Shiite culture revolves around the martyrdom of Hussein which had taken place in Karbala 

in 680 AD. This event had taken place in Muharram, the first month of the Muslim calendar. The 

first ten days of this month are devoted to mourning rituals, which reaches its conclusion on the 

tenth day, called the Ashura, the day of Hussein's death. The Sunnis do not advocate this 

mourning ritual and this marks a prime difference between the Sunnis and Shia culture. The 

rituals are accompanied by parades and demonstrations, self flagellations, lamentations and 

preachers recollecting the torture and humiliation the holy family had been subjected to. In some 

places, sword fighting takes place replicating the brutal battle that had taken place in Karbala. In 

addition, the Shias also build assembly halls called the Husseiniyas where these rituals are 

performed. Karbala thus became a sacred site in memory of Hussein. According to a popular 

myth, Hussein's head was returned to the spot 40 days after his death. It marks an occasion for 

further gatherings in the shrine called al-Shuhada, the Prince of Martyrs, not only for the Shiites 

but also certain pious Muslims. 

Hussein's martyrdom has its roots in cosmic history. According to a popular belief, while 

exploring the world, Adam came upon Karbala and an unprecedented misery engulfed him. He 

hurt his foot which started to bleed. It was then that God revealed how misfortune and death 

would befall upon one of his dear descendent. Enraged and hurt, Adam curses Yazid. Another 

belief states that the Prophet was asked to choose between the life of his grandsons or the 

welfare of his subjects. He chose the latter, and thus Hussein, like Christ, becomes a destined 

redeemer, who sacrifices his life for the welfare of the population, for righteousness and as a 

protest against malevolence, despotism and autocracy. The believers uphold the sanctity of his 

sacrifice by mourning him. The mourners equate Hussein's suffering with their own, lamenting 



 

 

for the difficulties he had been subjected to and calling upon him to intercede on their behalf and 

minimize their sufferings. Shia political aspirants project an alternate view of Hussein. They 

believe him to be a revolutionary, who had unhesitatingly taken up arms against oppression and 

injustice. He is thus seen as an inspiring figure and role model for all those who wish to protest 

against evil and tyranny. This radical image of Hussein was upheld by Ali Shriati who had 

ushered in the Iranian revolution.  

Sectarian Splits 

The internal split between the Shias took place due to a dispute over the succession of Imams. 

After the demise of the fourth Imam there was a conflict as to who was the rightful heir-Zeyd or 

Al-Baqr. The followers of  Zeyd started practicing Zeydi Shiism and the Zeydi Imams became 

rulers of Yemen until the mid-twentieth century. 

Another very important faction emerged during the succession of the sixth Imam, Jafar, when 

one section started abiding by the then deceased elder son Ismail rather than accepting the 

living son Musa. The Ismaili sect along with its numerous branches started gaining prominence 

in the medieval Muslim world. As opposed to the peaceful nature of the mainstream Shia, the 

Ismailis became rebellious in their nature. The sixth Imam, Jafar had successfully separated the 

Shia community from the political realm by portraying the Imamate as a spiritual and 

philosophical body. The Shias had integrated themselves within the wider community, even 

taking part in governance. The Ismailis, however, took up arms, forming rebellious secret 

societies. They had the audacity to threaten the power of the Abbasid Caliphate,even  the 

Turkic military dynasties of the middle east. The Ismailis also included the Assassins, a 

disreputable sect based in Iran and Syria. Next we have the Fatimids, rivals of the Ismailis, who 

started exercising their dominance in Egypt and North Africa. They had established the Al-Azhar 

mosque and seminary which is proclaimed as the foremost academy of Sunni Islam, after being 

acquired by the Ayubids who were adherents of Sunnis Islam. The Shia rule came to an end 

when the Ayubids, the renowned Salah Eddin or Saladin declared their supremacy over them 

leading to the annihilation of a large number of Shias.  Many branches of the Ismailis, for 

instance the Druze of Syria, are still prevalent, existing as sectarian groups. Another important 

group is that of the Agha Khan Ismailiis.  

The Ismaili doctrines are popularly called batini, in the sense that they are obscure and 

enigmatic. The external, observable occurrences and the texts are inscrutable and abstract and 

can the inner truths can only be gleaned through mystical means by the holy persons. These 

truths are not available to the masses, only to those who have been blessed by the hereditary 

charisma, the highest being the Imams.  These doctrines are undoubtedly seen as sacrilegious 

and revolutionary by the orthodox Sunni and Imami Shiite. 

Mahdiism 

A mutual belief among the Shias and the Sunnis is that of the emergence of ‘Mahdi’ who would 

be a saviour. He would rid the world of its filth and bring in his wake an era of supernatural bliss: 

righteousness, harmony and success. The scriptures of Islam are abound with vivid descriptions 

of Qayamat (the Day of Judgement), the resurrection of the dead, and the division of the 



 

 

righteous from the damned before granting them eternal life. However different versions 

regarding Mahdi are found in the Sunni and Shia beliefs. According to Prophetic narratives 

called the Hadith,  Mahdi, from a clan of the Prophet,  will indeed appear along with another 

Prophet whom the Christians call Jesus. However, this Sunni Mahdi is distinct from the Shiite 

mahdi who is regarded as the twelfth hidden Imam. The historian and sociologist, IbnKhaldun 

has dismissed the Messianic ideas The Twelfth Imam, Muhammad al-Mahdi. According to his 

interpretation Mahdi was born in Samarra, where his father, the eleventh Imam had been 

persecuted. In order to avert the terrible fate that would befall upon him he disappeared in 874 

at the age of 8. This departure is numinous and the Shias believe that Mahdi continues to 

provide supervision and advice to his community. The years  874-941 are known as the period 

of ‘minor occultation’ which continues to present The twelfth Imam as a living, but absent Imam. 

He is Imamal-Zaman, the Imam of all time. He will make himself known when the time is 

appropriate and help the earth reach unprecedented glory and happiness. 

Mahdist Movements 

The Mahdist movements have manifested themselves time and again not only in the Shia 

locations but also elsewhere. Many religious leaders have proclaimed themselves to be Mahdi. 

Muhammad Ahmad, was one such Sufi leader who had designed his organization, followers 

and different stages of his movements drawing reference from the legends of Prophet 

Muhammad and the messianic myths. Many mahdist rings like those in rural Egypt corroborated 

themselves in the nineteenth century. 

The most prominent among them was the movement of the Bayat family in the state of Qajar. 

The empire was internally weak, with the local elites, i.e., the mujtahids, enjoying wide ranging 

powers. As Britain and Russia started intruding in the politics of the country it became even 

more fragmented. As a result, religious movements, protesting against orthodox ulemas and 

seeking reforms gained momentum although they were condemned as obscurantist. Many 

movements had profound Mahdist elements the most important being Sayid Ali Muhammad 

Shirazi who proclaimed himself as the Bab or gate to the Mahdi and later declared himself as 

the Mahdi. 

He advocated justice, freedom of women and criticized priesthood and religious orthodoxy. As a 

Mahdi he had the power to sanction religious laws. His reformist trends were frowned upon and 

he was executed by the authorities for his profanity. The Clandestine Society of his followers 

split as and led to the emergence of the Bahai religion in 1863 by Mirza Hussein Ali Nuri, 

famous as Bahullah. After being exiled to Baghdad he developed his own ideas of messianism 

and proclaimed himself to be the awaited one. After his split from his brother, Subhi Azal later 

headed the Babis. Subsequently Bahaism became a world religion having spread its branches 

to the Middle East, India and even the West. 

Mahdism has gained popularity in the Middle East, particularly during the mid-nineteenth 

century, in Iran and Sudan. The Mahdi army of Muqtada al-Sadr formed the main agent of 

millenarian aspirations after the American attack of 2003. These militants particularly appealed 

to the most backward section of the population including the poor, second generation migrants 

from the most impoverished sections of Southern Iraq as well as the disillusioned youth. Inspite 



 

 

of lacking religious credentials, Muqtada al-Sadr relied on the magnetism of his lineages, his 

uncle and father had played indispensable roles in the political transformation of the Shias, to 

legitimize his blatant disregard for establishment and authority. Also, the reliance on the 

authority of Mahdi and his appearance throws conventional authority of legal and ritual Texts out 

of gear. 

A similar ploy can be discerned in the political ideas of the Iranian president Ahmedinehad. His 

radical ideas of populism are vehemently criticized by the orthodox clerics and the Supreme 

Leader, the official religious establishment of Khamenei. He has no right whatsoever to 

challenge the traditional and conventional religious ulemas. Hence, his claim of having direct 

communication with the Hidden Imam gives him the right to  demean the authorities who rally 

against him. There is no requirement of earthly ulemas or clerics if one has a direct connection 

to a divinely ordained figure. 

Sufism and Sectarianism 

The Sufis, from the time of their initiation have had a dual character. There is widespread 

diversity in their rituals, beliefs and modes of organization. On the one hand we have groups 

who are belligerent and prepared to take up arms on the other we have sections that are pacific 

and contemplative. Some rely on aesthetic doctrines, others are adherents of magic and 

charisma. We see groups who firmly abide by the ritual and legal rules and obligations while 

others are highly syncretistic and heterodox. What is common among all the cases is the fact 

that they are superimposed on other associations such as craft guilds. Commonly, sufi orders 

are not considered sectarian in that they are usually Sunni Muslims while some maybe 

associated with Shiism or Ismailism. Some are even close to the Alawite themes an example 

being the Bektashi order in the Ottoman world.  

Bektashi and Alevis 

These sects of Islam are mainly confined in the regions of Anatolia, Kurdistan, Central Asia and 

the Balkans. The common elements of these sacrilegious and syncretistic religions incorporate 

devotion to Ali and his descendants. Alongside Turkic shamanism, Iranian Manichaeism and 

various folk beliefs, they also contained Islamic practices. Historically, these religions helped the 

Ottoman and the Safavid dynasties to gain power. The Safavids sported red headgear, hence 

were called Qizibash red heads. The sectarian Alevi community residing from Afghanistan to 

Albania and Bulgaria were also referred to by the same name. The Janaissaries, a prominent 

military force under the Ottomans abided by the Bektashi Sufi order. Bektashi beliefs somewhat 

mirrored those of the Qizilbash and the Alevis of Anatolia. They followed the cult of Ali, the 

Twelve Imams and revered their founding saint Haji Bektashi whom they considered to be 

divinely ordained. However, the Ottoman sultans purged their administration of heterodox 

beliefs in favour of Sunni orthodoxy and its legal machinery. The court society with their Sufi 

members continued to set store by the heterodox practices. They followed the Melevi order 

while the military were adherents of the Bektashi doctrine. Inspite of the fact that they were 

formally Sunnis, in terms of family affairs, inheritance and property, they continued to venerate 

Ali, Hassan, Hussein, and Fatima even engaging in mourning rituals and mystical exercises.  



 

 

The Alevis doctrine is followed by the ethnic population of Turkey and the Kurds. They are quite 

similar to the Bektashis in terms of their reverence of Hajji Bektashi. Yet they are clearly 

differentiated from the mainstream Sunni community in their norms, beliefs and social 

organizations. Members of the Alevi communities were mostly peasants residing in secluded 

mountain areas governed by religious leaders claiming esoteric knowledge and scriptures.  

Attempts of the Shias and Sunnis to persecute then has failed repeatedly due to their seclusion 

and in some cases military prowness. The advancement of literacy and modernisation has 

encouraged these esoteric religious communities to come forward as ethnic groups with political 

desires.  

Sectarianism in Modern Politics 

The political realm has never been able to safeguard itself from religious intrusion. The Iranian 

Revolution of 1979 proved this point. The Welayat-i-faqih portrayed the radical ideology of the 

revolution challenging the authenticity of worldly rule. However, as we have evidenced before, 

the Shias preferred to stay politically aloof. Hence, the idea behind the revolution was not in 

accordance with Shiism but the prevailing conditions in Iran. In his doctrine, Khomeini stated 

that in the event of the absence of the Imam, the Just Jurist would have the legitimacy to 

exercise supreme political and religious authority. This doctrine gave rise to skepticism within 

the traditional clerics of Iran, Iraq and elsewhere. At the same time, the approving Iranian clerics 

were handed unprecedented power and control over the state and economy. The validity of this 

doctrine lasted till Khomeini's survival as non of his successors had his charisma. The younger 

generation started viewing this doctrine as a strategy of the fraudulent and power hungry clerics 

to legitimize their rule. 

Sects and Communal Politics 

Sectarianism does not always mean division or hostility between groups along religious lines. 

Rather it depicts sect as a form of ethnic marker, emphasizing its role in demarcating communal 

boundaries and preferences. Conflict or consensus between the Shias and the Sunnis may not 

always reflect religious solidarity, rather many 'secular' individuals are seen as getting involved. 

Iranian Nationalism upholds Shiism as its ideology as opposed to the Ottoman world which are 

advocates of the Sunnis and subsequently to the Arab nation who abide by the same religious 

principles. In the same way, the Arab Shias living in Iraq and the Gulf are often divided between 

Arab or Iraqi nationalism and their connection to the Iranian people who are adherents of the 

same religion. Their Sunnis neighbours often doubt their loyalty to their nation.  

The political scenario of a particular society has a profound impact on the formation of 

communal boundaries and groups. For instance, in Iraq, different social and regional groups 

including the rural, tribal, urban communities as well as the business classes comprise of both 

the Shias as well as the Sunnis. They do not use religion as an identity marker. They are even 

in favour of nationalism, denouncing sectarian ideas and politics. However, the ruling party, 

controlled by Saddam Hussein and his junta pressurized the people to adopt a sectarian outlook 

since their power depended upon tribal and sectarian cohesion.  Sectarian allegiance was 

further solidified due to a number of conflicts like the Iran-Iraq war of 1980- 1988, the Gulf war of 



 

 

1990-1991 and ultimately the American attack in 2003. Sectarian solidarity was favoured 

leading to the declining importance of a national outlook.  

Syria also presents a remarkable example of sectarian politics where the ruling faction obtains 

its power from the consensus of the Alawi groups although they are linked to the other elites in 

business and army. 

The formerly isolated Alevi/Alawi sects like the Druze in Lebanon, Syria and Palestine/Israel, the 

Alawis of Syria, the Alevis of Turkey and the Yazidis of Kurdistan depict diverse political 

phenomena. These groups had strayed from mainstream Muslim scriptures and had opted to 

abide by esoteric scriptures. These scriptures were believed to have been unveiled only to a 

particular hereditary class of religious elites who would then get access to inner secrets. For 

instance, the Druze called these elites uqqal. Unable to survive the onslaught of European 

intrusion, these minority groups have opted to maintain their identities as ethnic communities 

rather than maintaining their religious beliefs and rituals. The Alawis of Syria have provided 

support to the Asad family and its branches in solidifying their position as a political and military 

ruling class. The Alevis population of Turkey, most of whom were peasants, started demanding 

the right to participate in politics as a distinct ethnic community. The official secularism 

advocated by the Turkish Republic received widespread consensus from the Alevis leaders as it 

safeguarded them from Sunni aggression. However, the actual picture portrayed by the secular 

Turkish Republic demands its citizens to be Sunnis Muslims, thus defying the Alevi demand for 

equal rights and recognition. 

The widespread popularity of Aga Khan in the global stage has profited his Ismaili followers as 

they have been successful in establishing a transnational community of wealth and influence. In 

this endeavor they have been supported by the rapid advancement of globalization. Their Imam 

encourages them to adopt and abide by some elements of mainstream Islam in order to garner 

respectability among the Muslim population. The Alawis and Alevis too follow this trend.  

Conclusion  

Any discourse on regional and international politics, cultures and conflict is incomplete without 

foraging into religion. The sectarian character of Islam  forms an integral part of such 

discussions. The Islamic Republic was established after the Iranian Revolution of 1979. There 

are varying viewpoints regarding the actions and politics of the republic. Some believe that it 

ushers in an era of Islamic unity, for others it reflects the sectarian Shiite character. When 

Khomeini urged Muslims to unite against the West, many radical Sunnis Muslims, buoyed by 

the idea of an Islamic revolution actively provided their support. However, the Islamic republic 

was unmistakably Shiite, and it's sectarian character merged with Iranian nationalism. This 

division form an integral part of any discussion on politics, law, revolution or geopolitical 

confrontation. Looking from a sociological point, these distinctions are not natural or predestined 

reflecting historical essences of faith. Rather,  specific conditions are mandatory for these 

sectarian divisions to become politicized and ideologized. For instance, the Iranian Revolution 

provided the necessary background for the emergence of  Shiism as a radical ideology.  
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